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The ideologues of the exploitative classes, in 
their attempt to hide from the toiling classes the 
true causes of economic inequity, strongly 
support all sorts of anti-scientific doctrines 
which, by means of the moral principles of 
" personal self-perfection," mask the class 
essence of oppression. This explains the 
widespread popularization of vegetarianism in 
the capitalist countries. All the arguments 
advanced by vegetarians to support eating 
exclusively herbivorous food are antiscientific. 
- "Vegetarianism," Great Soviet Encyclopedia 
(1951) 
The contradictions in Tolstoy 's works, views, 
teachings, in his school, are indeed blatant. ... 
On the one hand, we have his remarkably 
powerful, forthright, and si ncere protest 
against social falsehood and hypocrisy ; while 
on the other hand, we have the "Tolstoyan," i.e., 
the haggard, hysterical sniveller called the 
Russian intellectual, who publicly thumps his 
chest and says, "I am foul, I am vile, but I am 
striving for moral self-perfection; I no longer eat 
meat and I now live on rice patties ." 
- V. I. Lenin, Lev Tolstoy as a Mirror of the 
Russian Revolution (1908) 
The collapse of communist rule in Russia at the beginning of the 1990s revived 
a whole series of social, cultural, and ideological phenomena that had either laindormant 
or been almost entirely absent during the Soviet period, phenomena ranging from 
pornography and prostitution to religion and real estate. Vegetarianism, which had 
been demonized under Stalin as a pernicious and insidiously "antiscientific" doctrine 
promulgated by the ideologues of the exploitative classes in the capitalist West, 
experienced a revival that began during the glasnost' years; it has continued to remain 
popular in postcommunistRussia as well. The Vegetarian Society of the USSR, which 
was created in the late 1980s under Gorbachev, helped to bring together-and, more 
importantly, to bring out of the proverbial closet-Russian vegetarians of various hues, 
organizing health groups in different cities across the former Soviet Union. The 
vegetarian cause in Russia has also benefited from the resurgence of the Russian 
Orthodox Church, which prescribes abstinence from meat during regular periods of 
fasting, as well as from the new religious freedom enjoyed by sects such as the Hari 
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Krishna, whosemembersactively advocate andproselytize a vegetarian diet. Numerous 
vegetarian cookbooks have become available for sale in Russian bookstores, and 
vegetarian entrees-from "veggieburgers"to falafel sandwiches--can nowbe found 
inmanyMoscowrestaurants andcafes.Notwithstanding thepresenceofMcDonald's 
hamburgerfranchises alloverthecapital, itseemsfairtosaythatthevegetarian movement 
hasbeenaccordeda relatively warmandfriendlyreceptioninpostcomrnunist Russia. 
Onemightreasonably expectthatthisvegetarian revival wouldbe accompanied 
bythe frequent invocation of thenameofLevNikolaevichTolstoy, whoremains,after 
all,Russia's most famousandwell-recognized vegetarian. Although hedidnotwrite 
extensivelyon the topicof vegetarianismper se,either in his fiction, hisessays, or his 
correspondence, Tolstoy's namehasbecomenearly synonymouswithvegetarianism 
during the course of the twentieth century, both in Russia and around the world. A 
numberofTolstoyanagricultural colonies, inwhichvegetarianismwasrigidly practiced, 
werefounded at thetum of thetwentieth centurynotonly inRussia, butalsoinEngland, 
Holland, Bulgaria, andAmerica.' Indeed,vegetarianism eventually came tobeoneof 
theessential tenetsof ''Tolstoyism,''the ideologyof radicalChristianity thatshapedthe 
lifestyle of thousands of peoplewhobecameconvertsto thesocial, moral, and religious 
teachings oftheapostle ofYasnayaPolyana. Alongwithpacifism, temperance, chastity, 
anarchism, antimilitarism, and nonviolent resistance to evil, vegetarianism came to 
constitutea basiccomponentof themessageof Christianlove thatTolstoy's followers 
soughtto incorporate intotheirdailylives? "Vegetarianism inRussia,"DarraGoldstein 
observes, "inevitably conjures up Count Leo Tolstoy, a guru for vegetarians of all 
stripesinhisday.'? The famousRussianauthorhas hadhisnameaddedto the long list 
ofphilosophers, writers, artists, andcelebrities whoareregularly singledoutin vegetarian 
literatureas wise andenlightenedhistoricalfigures preaching abstinencefrom meat. 
These include, among others, Pythagoras, Plato, Plutarch, Leonardo da Vinci, 
Rousseau, Shelley, Thoreau, Schopenhauer, Wagner, G. B. Shaw, Gandhi, and, in 
recentyears,LindaMcCartney. Historicalstudiesof vegetarianism, as a rule, almost 
invariably contain a briefsection onTolstoy andthefateof theDukhobors, themembers 
of the peasant religious sect who shared many of his radically Christian principles, 
such as pacifism, nonresistance to evil, and, of course, vegetarianism.' Vladimir 
Porudominskiigoes so far as to claimthat, in his homeland, 
the name of"Lev Tolstoy" and the concept of "vegetarianism" have long been 
conflated and inextricably linked together. Every mention of vegetarianism 
almost inevitably draws forth , by way of example, a reference to Lev Tolstoy . 
Vegetarianism invariably appears in the series of associations that follows the 
mention of Lev Tolstoy's name, together with War and Peace and Anna 
Karenina, Yasnaya Polyana, peasants, plowing, a gray beard, and a gray peasant 
blouse.' 
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Tolstoy's portrait-along with those of Plato, Buddha, and Gandhi--even adorns the 
cover of a recent u.s. paperback entitled Famous Vegetarians and Their Favorite 
Recipes.6 
Despite Tolstoy's well-established reputation as a vegetarian, those involved 
in the current vegetarian revival in his homeland do not seem very strongly inclined to 
highlight his famous name, opting instead to showcase other, lesser-known figures in 
the history of the vegetarian movement in Russia. For instance, the famous 
prerevolutionary vegetarian cookbook, I Don't Eat Anyone (Ia nikogo ne em), written 
at the turn of the century by OlgaZelenkova, was republished in 1991 in a volume that 
includes excerpts from articles that originally appeared in early twentieth-century 
vegetarian joumals, all of which focus not on Tolstoy, but on other pioneering Russian 
vegetarians, such as Aleksandr Zelenkov, Aleksandr Iasinovskii, and NataI'ia 
Nordman-Severova.? Another recent publication, the multi authored All About 
Vegetarianism (Vse 0 vegetarianstve, 1992), likewise pays relatively scant attention 
to Russia's most famous vegetarian. Tolstoy's role in helping to popularize vegetarianism 
in prerevolutionary Russia, it is true, is duly acknowledged, and a brief sketch of his 
conversion to (and practice of) vegetarianism is included in a section that profiles a 
number of the world's "Great Vegetarians," but the bulk ofAll About Vegetarianism 
is devoted to outlining the health benefits and humanitarian concerns that are associated 
with a meatless diet. 
One reason for this relati ve neglect in contemporary Russia of Tolstoy's 
vegetarian beliefs, I suggest, lies in the historical fate of the vegetarian movement in 
both prerevolutionary and Soviet Russia. More specifically, Tolstoy's lack of 
prominence as a vegetarian in Russia today seems to be due in large part to the 
moti vations and rationales that informed his original decision to refrain from eating 
meat. He was less interested in the hygienic or humanitarian aspects of vegetarianism 
than in its ascetic and moral significance as part of the human striving for spiritual self­
perfection. As we shall see , even the efforts made by some ofTolstoy'smore zealous 
followers immediately following his death to downplay the old-fashioned religious 
features of their leader's vegetarian beliefs (such as fasting as a way to tame the flesh) 
and to highlight the more modem, rational, and humane ones (such as a concern for 
animal rights) were not entirely successful in protecting himfrom the charge of preaching 
a cheerless Christian asceticism, one that was rejected outright by a growing number 
of advocates of a more life-affirming and health-promoting brand of vegetarianism. 
By examining the nature ofTolstoy's vegetarian beliefs and by exploring the ways that 
both his fame and his pronouncements on this topic were manipulated by those of his 
followers who played a key role in the growth and development of the vegetarian 
movement in early twentieth-century Russia, this essay seeks to explain why the extent 
of theTolstoy(an) legacy-the legacy both ofTolstoy and of the Tolstoyans-seems 
so circumscribed for vegetarianism in Russia today. 
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Tolstoy the Vegetarian 
The decision to abstain from eating animal flesh, as Colin Spencer reminds us 
in his recent history of vegetarianism, The Heretic 's F.east (1993), is a psychological 
event of considerable importance to the new convert, a decision that "often seems 
outrageous to the rest of society." Spencer explains that this is largely because meat­
eating has received such widespread acceptance in the West, where meat has 
traditionally served as a symbol that combines various important social meanings having 
to do with power, orthodoxy, and dominance. "Often the vegetarian creed has been 
one of dissidence," he writes, "comprising rebels and outsiders, individuals and groups 
who find the society they live in to lack moral worth."" Tolstoy, who for much of his 
life could be said to fit perfectly this image ofa rebellious moral heretic who challenges 
the status quo, gave up eating meat during the course of the 1880s, not long after 
experiencing the spiritual crisis recorded in his Confession (1879), and he remained 
a vegetarian throughout the last twenty to twenty-five years of his life. The decision to 
abstain from meat was apparently not easy for him. As Janet Barkas observes, 
'Tolstoy's conversion to a vegetarian diet was gradual and he struggled with the decision 
for several years, vacillating back and forth."? As early as 1882, he indicated in his 
diary his intention to adopt a meatless diet and to survive mainly on kasha, jelly, and 
preserves, but it was not until 1885, according to his son Sergei, that Tolstoy was 
seriously convinced to become a vegetarian. 10 In the autumn of that year he was 
visited on his estate by William Frey (Vadim Konstantinovich Geins), a former socialist 
who had traveled to America, where he lived for some seventeen years in agricultural 
communes in Missouri, Kansas, Oregon, and other western states before returning to 
Russia during the 1880s, transformed by the experience into a strong advocate of 
Auguste Comte's Positivist philosophy. Ii "Itwas from Frey that Lev Nikolaevich first 
heard vegetarianism preached," a contemporary witness at Yasnaya Polyanarecounts, 
"and in him [Frey] he first saw a man who had consciously abjured all slaughter.'"? 
Although Tolstoy strongly questioned Frey's Positivism and never accepted his dietary 
extremism-he refused to eat both plants and animals-there is no disputing Tolstoy's 
sincerity when he reportedly said to Frey, "I will follow your example and abandon 
flesh-meat.':" Two ofTolstoy's daughters, Tanya and Masha, likewise converted to a 
meatless diet at this time, apparently convinced by Frey that human beings can survive 
quite well on a diet of cereals, fruits, and nuts." 
Another person who is credited with having helped to convert Tolstoy to 
vegetarianism is his disciple, colleague, and close friend, VladimirChertkov, who became 
a vegetarian while living in England in 1884-1885, and who brought back to Russia 
some British vegetarian literature published by the Humanitarian League that greatly 
interested Tolstoy. 15 Chertkov wrote a pamphlet about the evils of hunting, entitled 
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An Evil Pastime: Thoughts on Hunting (1890), for which Tolstoy agreed to write a 
brief introduction. In his pamphlet, Chertkov argues passionately that it is no longer 
necessary, in termsof humanevolution,forman tokillanimals for his food;as a result, 
"hunting is no longer now a natural form of the struggle for existence, but rather a 
voluntary return to a primitive beastlike state ... for a contemporary person who is 
civilized, such a pastime encourages, exercises, and develops in him animal instincts 
that human consciousness has already long ago outstripped." Citing the example of 
the gentle Buddha, who forebade his followers to kill any living creatures, Chertkov 
calls upon hisreaders to occupy themselveswith farming (where a moral relationship 
withnatureisstillintact)ratherthanhunting, and tocultivatewithinthemselves the trait 
of compassion-s-oneof the most valuedfeaturesof the human soul. "No matterfrom 
what angle you approach it," he writes, "hunting is a senseless andcruel business that 
is baneful for moral feeling. '?" For Tolstoy, whose radical Christian philosophy of 
brotherly love, pacifism, and nonviolence was taking firm shape during this time, 
Chertkov'sAn Evil Pastime, with itsstrongmoraland humanitarian arguments against 
killingother livingcreatures, no doubt struck a resonant chord. 
In addition to the personal influence exerted by acquaintances such as Frey 
and Chertkov, two books seem to have confirmed Tolstoy in his resolve to become a 
vegetarian. The first was an essay on diet that Tolstoy became acquainted with in 
1891, Man sDiet in Its Present and Future (1878), written by Andrei Nikolaevich 
Beketov, theRussian scientistwho later served as rector of St. PetersburgUniversity. 
Beketov'sbookprovides compellingphysiological aswellasmoralreasons whyhuman 
beings-in their progression from a primitive to a civilized state of development­
should eliminate meat from their diet. In their striving for self-perfection, the author 
argues, human beings need to diminish the animal side of their nature (what he calls 
theirzhivotnost'), whichonlyweighsthemdownandreduces theirspiritual potentialities. 
Man's animal nature, according to Beketov, is further strengthened by a carnivorous 
diet, which, he claims, is characteristic of primitive and barbaric people rather than 
truly civilized ones.I? A second work that made a very strong impression onTolstoy 
was The Ethics ofDiet (1883) by the British vegetarian Howard Williams, which he 
received from Chertkov in April 1891. Williams's book, subtitled A Catena of 
Authorities Deprecatory of the Practice of Flesh -Eating; consists of various 
pronouncements about the evils of meat-eating made by some sixty-nine famous 
historical figures fromPorphyry, Plato, andPythagoras in classical antiquity, toRousseau, 
Shelley, andSchopenhauerin themodemperiod. OnecontemporaryRussianreviewer 
later characterized it as an "encyclopedia of vegetarianism" that ought to be made 
required reading for every practicing vegetarian. Tolstoy was so impressed by The 
Ethics ofDiet that he insistedon having it translated intoRussian and volunteered to 
write the preface himself.IS 
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This essay, ''The First Step" ("Pervaia stupen"'), originally appeared in the 
journal Questions ofPhilosophy and Psychology in 1892.19 It constitutes by far 
Tolstoy's best-known piece ofwriting on the issue of vegetarianism. Characterized as 
one of ''the most thorough, soul-searching modern treatments of the moral reasons for 
vegetarianism," it is invariably cited whenever Tolstoy's vegetarian beliefs are 
discussed." Upon examination, one sees that ''TheFirst Step" consists of two unequal 
parts: a rather lengthy sermon preaching against the sin ofgluttony, and a brief narrative 
account of a visit Tolstoy made to a local abattoir in Tula. It is especially the second 
part that helped to establish Tolstoy's reputation as "the father of organized Russian 
vegetarianism," since it provided such an eloquent and compelling indictment of the 
unjustifiably cruel, violent, and inhumane exploitation ofanimals that is necessitated by 
the widespread use of meat in the human diet. His graphic depiction of the bloody 
scene in the slaughterhouse succeeded in recruiting numerous converts to the vegetarian 
cause by helping to forge "the logical link between violence towards animals and 
violence towards men.'?' 
Tolstoy was initially prompted to adopt and advocate a vegetarian diet more 
by a deep commitment to a rigid brand ofChristian asceticism, however, than by any 
compassion he may have felt for creatures from the animal kingdom." To Tolstoy's 
mind, a "carnal" diet (i.e., a diet of animal flesh) directly stimulates a carnal appetite, 
since eating animal food arouses within us-just as does any rich and tasty food item 
from which we might derive enjoyment-our animal passions for pleasure. Not unlike 
his fictional character Pozdnyshev in The Kreutzer Sonata (1889), who claims that 
gastronomic indulgence in rich and "fleshly" foods leads directly to the arousal of 
sexual desire (it triggers what he calls "the systematic excitation of lust"), Tolstoy in 
''The First Step" asserts that there is a direct prophylactic connection between abstinence 
from fleshly food (vegetarianism) and abstinence from sexual activity (chastity)." This 
famous essay, which one of his Tolstoyan followers later characterized as a veritable 
''Bible ofvegetarianism," thus turns out to be hardly about vegetarianism at all." Instead 
it is a moral tract that preaches the need to practice abstinence in matters involving diet 
and sex . Indeed, in his diary entries and correspondence during the summer of 1891, 
when he was fully engaged in writing ''The First Step," Tolstoy repeatedly referred to 
his essay as precisely that: an article about gluttony and abstinence." Much like 
Vladimir Solov'ev, who in his essay "On Fasting" conceives of abstinence 
(vozderzJzanie) in its widest possible sense as transcendence ofour base animal nature 
and the egoistic urges of what he refers to as our "sensual soul" (chuvstvennaia 
dusha), Tolstoy seems to understand vegetarianism primarily as one means of 
diminishing our lustful appetite for the pleasures of life." Eating meat is wrong not only 
because animals are slaughtered, but also because meat-eating brings out the base 
animal personalities of human beings, exciting their sinful desire for sexual pleasure. 
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Tolstoy, in short, advocates abstinence from meat in large part because it will facilitate 
abstinence from sex. As we shall see, however, Tolstoyan activists within the vegetarian 
movement in early twentieth-century Russia, in their proselytizing and propagandizing 
efforts to convince people to adopt a meatless diet, chose to highlight the moral and 
humanitarian aspects ofTolstoy's essay, rather than the ascetic and religious ones. 
The Vegetarian Movement in Early Twentieth-Century Russia 
Unlike the Anglo-American vegetarian movement and the vegetarianmovement 
in continental Europe, both of which arose much earlier in the nineteenth century, 
organized vegetarianism did not begin in Russia until the very end ofthe century. When 
it did emerge in the 1890s, it appeared in the inunediate wake-and under the 
unmistakable influence-ofTolstoy's ''The First Step." Indeed, the first vegetarian 
journal planned in Russia in 1893, which was to have been edited by a student named 
Konstantin N. Srnirnov (who died suddenly), was itself going to be called The First 
Step?' When two vegetarian journals finally did appear in Russia during the early 
1900s-The Vegetarian Review (Vegetarianskoe obozrenie) and The Vegetarian 
Herald (Vegetarianskii vestnik)-they both attempted to enlist Tolstoy's celebrity 
status to support their cause. This is especially true in the case of The Vegetarian 
Review, which was published in Kiev between 1909 and 1915. Its initial issue bore 
as its epigraph the following line attributed to Tolstoy: "Meat-eating is a remnant of the 
coarsest barbarism, and the conversion to vegetarianism is the first and most natural 
consequence of enlightenment." The journal's editor, IosifIosifovich Perper, was 
himself a fervent believer in Tolstoy's teachings, and he wrote a series ofarticles about 
his idol that appeared on the pages of The Vegetarian Review. In the first of these, 
"Lev Nikolaevich Tolstoy as a Vegetarian" (1909), Perperclaimed that "in the gallery 
of prominent vegetarian activists, Lev Nikolaevich Tolstoy occupies the first place. 
He is the sun of the international vegetarian world." As proof, Perper noted that at the 
International Vegetarian Congress held in Paris in 1900, Mr.Moran, the secretary of 
the French Vegetarian Society, rather than deli ver a speech from the tribunal, read 
excerpts from ''The First Step." Perper also cited the testimonial of a twenty-seven­
year-old man who claimed that reading "The First Step"-in particular, Tolstoy's 
description ofthe Tula slaughterhouse-changed his life radically," 
In the first two years of the journal's existence, Perper published a number of 
similarlylaudatoryarticleson Tolstoy,such as ''LevTolstoy's Thoughts on Vegetarianism" 
(quoting some ofTolstoy's major pronouncements on the topic), "Visiting Lev Tolstoy 
and His Friends" (describing a visit that Perper paid to Tolstoy at Yasnaya Polyana 
and to the Chertkovs at their home in nearby Teliatinka in June 1909), "Lev Tolstoy 
and The Vegetarian Review" (chronicling Perper's correspondence with Tolstoy and 
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noting the author's willingness to serve as a contributor to the journal), and finally, in a 
special issue in autumn 1910, "At the Grave of Lev Tolstoy" (providing an eye-witness 
account of Tolstoy's funeral)." In numerous other articles and book reviews that 
appeared in The Vegetarian Review during its brief, seven-year existence, Tolstoy's 
''The First Step" was canonized as the authoritative text of vegetarianism in Russia. In 
''To the Memory of Our Teacher," for instance, someone using the pseudonym "an old 
vegetarian" (staryi vegetarianets) notes that "by his 'First Step' he [Tolstoy] laid the 
foundation for the vegetarian movement in Russia." Likewise, in an article entitled 
"On the Contemporary Situation of Vegetarianism in Russia," Tolstoy's essay is deemed 
to be the "first step" of the Russian vegetarian movement itself. "'The First Step' 
shouted out so powerfully about vegetarianism," the author exclaims, "that its voice 
was heard throughout all of Russia." Elsewhere we read that the essay is considered 
"the best work of international vegetarian literature" and "the best brochure for 
propagandizing vegetarianism.'?" 
By the time ofhis death late in 1910, Tolstoy's seminal essay had already been 
translated into English, appearing in such Anglo-American journals as The Vegetarian 
Review and The Vegetarian Messenger. It had also been republished in Russia as a 
separate pamphlet by the St. Petersburg Vegetarian Society as well as by the 
Intermediary publishing house, founded in the mid-1880s by Tolstoy and Chertkov. 
Indeed, the Intermediary spearheaded the effort to propagandize vegetarianism widely 
in Russia by publishing over thirty inexpensive brochures, booklets, and pamphlets 
written not only by well-known Russian vegetarians such as Tolstoy, Beketov, and 
Evgenii Lozinskii, but also by famous foreign advocates of a meatless diet-activists 
such as Anna Kingsford, Henry Salt, Howard Williams, and a whole host of German 
medical doctors." Vegetarian literature published by the Intermediary included such 
classic Russian works as Tolstoy's "The First Step," Chertkov's An Evil Pastime, 
and Beketov's Man sDiet in Its Present and Future, as well as Russian translations 
of such seminal foreign works as Williams's The Ethics ofDiet, Henry Salt's The 
Humanities ofDiet, and Anna Kingsford's The Scientific Bases ofVegetarianism . 
Tolstoy himself edited one of these pamphlets, entitled Slaughterfree Nourishment, 
or Vegetarianism: The Thoughts ofVarious Authors, which, as its title suggests , 
anthologizes pronouncements by a number of famous historical figures on the evils of 
killing animals and eating meat." Tolstoy's daughter Tatiana, meanwhile, compiled a 
book with the telling title, 250 Thoughts ofPhilosophers, Poets, and Thinkers on 
Vegetarianism and Abstinence, in which she included some of her father's own 
pronouncements about the drawbacks and dangers of meat-eating." 
Tolstoy's growing reputation as a central figure in the international vegetarian 
movement was bolstered by the publication in 1906 of Theodore von Galetski's 
monograph, Leo Tolstoi und der Vegetarismus, which was subsequently translated 
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into Russian and published by the Intermediary in 1913. Comparing Tolstoy with 
MartinLutherasa radicalChristianreformer, vonGaletskiemphasizeshow theRussian 
author's vegetarianismis firmly grounded in his search for moral self-perfection and in 
his desire to free himself from base animal passions. In addition, Tolstoy's refusal to 
eat meat, according to von Galetski, is strongly motivated by ethical concerns: that is, 
his compassionfor animals. 'The vegetarianspums animal flesh becausehe considers 
it incompatiblewith the feeling of compassion-the most elevated and most naturalof 
human feelings-forcefully to remove life from living creatures who have the very 
same right to lifeas do human beings." For Tolstoy, this compassion constitutesone of 
man's highest ethical principles and forbids him to kill others. But von Galetski is 
careful to point out that Tolstoy's ethical reasons for avoiding meat remain secondary 
to his Christian desire to realize the Kingdom of God on earth. "A large commune, 
consistingof peace-lovingvegetarians,who practiceabstinence and who love to work, 
a vegetarianEden, would differ littlefrom the TolstoyanKingdom of God on earth.'?" 
Abstinence, simplephysicallabor, andbrotherly love-these, accordingto vonGaletski, 
are the Christian ideals of life preached by Tolstoy, ideals that should coincide with 
those pursued by every vegetarian. 
Tolstoy's international fame as an advocate of vegetarianism also benefited 
from WilliamE. A. Axon's brief sketch,"TolstoyandVegetarianism,"whichappeared 
in the Britishjoumal The Vegetarian Messenger in 1896. Focusing, like von Galetski, 
on the moral and religiousmotivationsfor Tolstoy's vegetarianism, Axon emphasizes 
how abstinence, self-mastery, and dominion over appetites and passions serve as the 
foundation of what Tolstoy considers the moral life. Axon quotes him as having said 
that the vegetarian movement "is one that especially rejoices the hearts of those who 
seek to establish the Kingdom of God on earth."35 
Meanwhile, athome inRussia,proponentsof vegetarianism continuedtoexploit 
Tolstoy's fame and activelyenlisted his support for theircause. Vegetarian periodicals 
regularlyreportedhis pronouncementson vegetarianism, citinghis letters andrecording 
his conversations. Weeven read about the fate of some of Tolstoy's followers in the 
United States,members of the so-called VegetarianUnion of RussianEmigrants, who 
were arrested, thrown into jail, and questioned by the Chicago police for meeting to 
discuss the "pernicious" teachings of Count Tolstoy." Indeed, it is no doubt due in 
large measure to Tolstoy's high profile as a well-known celebrity who publicly 
condemned meat-eating that the fledgling vegetarian movement was able to establish 
itself so firmly in Russia during the 1900s and 191Os. In addition to The Vegetarian 
Review and The Vegetarian Herald, and various pamphlets and books published by 
the Intermediary,the movement was assisted by the establishment of local vegetarian 
societiesin variousparts of the country. The first,the St.PetersburgVegetarian Society, 
founded inDecember 1901,soon numberedover one hundred fifty members." Others 
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were organized several years later in Kiev (1908) and in Moscow (1909).38 As 
Goldstein has pointed out, "Individuals in cities as far-flung as Saratov, Vologda, and 
Ekaterinoslav expressed interest in forming local chapters.'?" Indeed, by 1915 there 
were vegetarian societies in twelve different Russian cities, including Odessa, Poltava, 
Minsk, and Rostov-on-Don." 
Many of these same cities also offered vegetarian cafeterias. The oldest one 
in Russia opened in Moscow in 1894, its walls decorated with portraits ofTolstoy." 
Ilya Repin has left us an enthusiastic review of this public eatery, which he frequented 
daily during a week-long stay in Moscow while helping to set up an art exhibit. He 
positively raves about the tasty and nourishing food . 'The choice of entrees is entirely 
sufficient." he writes, "but that is not the main thing; rather, it is the fact that the food, no 
matter what you order, is so tasty, fresh, and nourishing, that the exclamation, 'Now 
that's delicious!' involuntarily escapes from your lips. And so every day, all week 
long, while I was staying in Moscow, I would hurry with special delight to this 
incomparable cafeteria."? Some twenty years later, we read in The Vegetarian Review 
that over thirteen hundred people were eating there daily and that three new vegetarian 
cafeterias had opened in Moscow alone." During the years immediately before the 
1917 revolution, vegetarian cafeterias could be found not only in Moscow, St. 
Petersburg, and Kiev, but also in cities such as Odessa, Kharkov, Saratov, and 
Ekaterinoslav.r' There was a vegetarian cafeteria even in distant Tashkent, where 
customers at Slaughterfree Nourishment (Bezuboinoe pitanie) were provided not only 
with vegetarian cuisine, but also with access to an album containing statements on the 
topic of vegetarianism by such national luminaries as Tolstoy, Chertkov, Nikolai Ge, 
and Ilya Repin." 




In the aftermath of Tolstoy's death and on the very eve of the outbreak of 
World War I, the vegetarian movement would seem to have reached its peak in Russia: 
there were many vegetarian societies, cafeterias, and sanatoriums located throughout 
the country, as well as a solid supply of vegetarian literature, both books and periodicals, 
available to attract new members to the cause. Moreover, in 1913 the First All­
Russian Vegetarian Congress was held in Moscow, and a second congress was held 
there the following year. Members of the editorial board of the Intermediary had 
recently composed a vegetarian hymn (score by A. K . Chertkova, lyrics by I. I. 
Gorbunov-Posadov), and vegetarian merchandise-postcards, envelopes, and so forth, 
with portraits of famous vegetarians and citations of their pronouncements-was now 
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for sale." Yet the second decade of the twentieth century turns out to be precisely the 
period when themost intensefactionalin-fightingtookplace within theRussian vegetarian 
movement. Goldstein has observed that some of the dissension within the ranks of the 
movement can be attributed to the acute friction that existed between the elite St. 
Petersburg Vegetarian Society, which could claim to be the first organization of its kind 
in Russia, and the highly active Kiev Vegetarian Society, which was seen as rather 
provincial and possessed a largely Jewish leadership." But the truly divisive factor­
and the one that perhaps contributed most decisively to the disintegration of the 
movement-was ideological rather than organizational. It centered upon disputes 
over the issue ofwhy one should abstain from eating meat. Rifts appeared not only 
between those who advocated a meatless diet on rational or scientific grounds (usually 
for reasons of health and hygiene) and those who avoided meat out of moral and 
humanitarian convictions, but also between the members ofthis latter group who were 
vegetarians on ethical grounds and those who abstained from meat-eating mainly for 
religious and ascetic reasons. 
Some saw the rifts primarily as a conflict between an older and a younger 
generation ofvegetarians, while others explained them as a clash between the Anglo­
American and German traditions of vegetarianism. Von Galetski, for instance, in a 
"Letter from Germany" that appeared in the March 1913 issue of The Vegetarian 
Review, draws the following distinction: 'There are two kinds of vegetarianism: one 
has certain spiritual experiences as its basis, and the other follows from reasoning. 
These two approaches to the idea of a meatless diet are profoundly different. The first 
is indubitably idealistic, while the second is filled with practical considerations." 
Vegetarians in Germany, he notes , tend to be of the "rationalistic" type, while those in 
Russia are "idealistic.?" In a similarway, S. P. Poltavskii, the author of'TheKingdom 
of Harmony and Justice," delineated two main trends in the Russian vegetarian 
movement: (1) those who wish through food reform to create a healthier diet (mens 
sana in corpore sano), and (2) those driven by a feeling of compassion for animals." 
Meanwhile, G. G. Bosse, in a 1913 article entitled "Is a Vegetarian Weltanschaung 
Possible?" not only described accurately the parameters of the two opposing camps, 
but also provided the terminology that would figure prominently in the polemics that 
ensued during the next few years. The basic difference in the understanding of 
vegetarianism among proponents of the cause in Russia, Bosse asserts, is one between 
what he calls "hygienic vegetarians" (vegetariantsy-gigienistys and "moralistic 
vegetarians" tvegetariantsy-nravstvennikii." The former, influenced by recent 
findings in medicine and physiology, were attracted to vegetarianism by the promise of 
leading a natural, hygienic, and rational life, while the latter took very seriously the 
moral imperative, advocated by Tolstoy and his followers, to respect all livingcreatures: 
'Thou shalt not kill." 
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The polemics that ensued during the war years (1914-1917) forced members 
of the Russian vegetarian movement to reexamine, articulate, and defend more explicitly 
their motivation for abstaining from the consumption of meat. The discussions frequently 
found expression on the pages of the new Kiev periodical, The Vegetarian Herald, 
whose editor, L. Korablev, in the journal's initial issue in May 1914 expressed the 
need to distinguish "true" vegetarians-that is, those who subscribe to humanitarian 
principles and refuse to eat meat out of compassion for animals-from fringe groups, 
such as religious sects and various schools ofdietetics, for whom vegetarianism served 
only as an outward indication of their worldview rather than as its distinguishing feature. 
The external indication of a meatless diet is not sufficient by itself; it is met with 
among sectarians and advocates of a herbivorous diet on the basis of hygienic 
considerations. But this does not mean that we are opposed to an appreciation 
of nutrition from a hygienic point of view. No, and we do not deny such an 
appreciation, but we do not consider it an essential or distinguishing feature of 
vegetar ian teaching." 
In an editorial entitled "Where Are We Headed?" that appeared in the next issue, 
Korablev noted that some vegetarian societies were beginning to forget the basic aims 
of the movement and its fundamental idea. He reminded members that the vegetarian 
movement must not stray from its underlying philosophy, which is love for all living 
creatures, and was extremely critical of advocates of what he called the "culinary­
hygienic" (kulinarno-gigienicheskoe)-or more simply the " g a s tri c " 
(zheludochnoe)-brand of vegetarianism, who, he claimed, were especially guilty of 
losing sight of these first principles." 
A resolution approved at the First All-Russian Vegetarian Congress in 1913 
proclaimed that vegetarianism has a higher value only when it pursues the moral ideal 
of realizing a kingdom of harmony and justice on earth .53 And Tolstoy, the most 
celebrated and esteemed of all vegetarians in Russia, had insisted that vegetarianism, 
"as long as it does not have health as its object, is always associated with high moral 
views.?" Nevertheless, the "hygienic vegetarians" were steadily increasing in number 
and influence during the 1900s and especially the 1910s. In an article entitled "To 
What Does Vegetarianism Obligate Us?" M. Dudchenko acknowledged that in 1912 
the "moralistic vegetarians" of the Tolstoyan camp were losing sway within the 
movement: "Concerning vegetarian literature in particular, it must be admitted that 
within it, with rare exceptions, people are talking more and more about the hygienic 
advantages of vegetarianism rather than paying attention to its moral significance.t'" 
Those who advocated vegetarianism on the basis of rational or modern scientific 
considerations showed a growing displeasure with what they considered the life-denying 
asceticism, religious fanaticism, and doctrinaire views of the "moralistic vegetarians." 
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Numerous articles had appeared in the Russian vegetarian joumals over the past decade 
that emphasized the religious aspects of vegetarianism-whether it be the beliefs of 
Buddhists, Jainists, or the Bogomils-and thus threatened to identify the movement 
with an ascetic renunciation of life and all earthly pleasures." In 1913 one recent 
convert to the Russian vegetarian movement, N. Liapin, author of "Why I Became a 
Vegetarian," confessed that in his native village vegetarianism was considered a new 
religious sect; the local clergy, in particular, equated vegetarianism with Tolstoyism." 
Although Evgenii Lozinskii, in Vegetarianism and Child-Rearing (1912), 
would argue that vegetarians are not necessarily prejudiced against the pleasures and 
joys of earthly life, many of the converts who were attracted to vegetarianism by its 
putative health benefits sought increasingly to distance themselves from an asceticism 
that they regarded as mereIy a characteristic of an extreme branch of the movement, 
rather than one of its central tenets." In an article written in response to Lozinskii, F. 
R. German argued that "vegetarianism is not an ascetic bliss attained by those wealthy 
tyrants who, having eaten and drunk to excess, now seek redemption; rather, it is a 
practice of the joy of living [zhizneradostnost'] by lively, active people." In a 
subsequent article entitled "VegetarianismAs a Practice ofthe Joy of Living," German 
noted that "vegetarianism recognizes only a sound and vivifying asceticism, rather than 
a righteous, self-sufficient, sanctimonious one that mortifies the flesh."? Natal'ia 
Nordman-Severova (1863-1914), a rather colorful and eccentric "apostle" of 
vegetarianism who preached about the physical and spiritual benefits of a meatless 
diet, seems to have personified this spirit ofjoie de vivre that the "hygienic vegetarians" 
advocated so fervently. "Natal'ia Nordman-Severova's lectures bear a life-affirming 
hue," writes one of her contemporaries. ''The essence of vegetarianism-'Long live 
life!'-is deeply felt in her speech."60 In her obituary, it was said that "she understood 
the spirit ofvegetarianism as the teaching ofa joyful, cheerful life that summons us to 
beauty and gladness."?' 
The cause of these life-affirming "hygienic vegetarians" was championed 
eloquently by the husband-and-wife team of Aleksandr and Olga Zelenkov. The 
latter, who wrote under the pseudonym "A Female Vegetarian" (Vegetarianka), is 
perhaps best known today as the author of the most famous Russian vegetarian 
cookbook of the time, I Don't Eat Anyone. In the preface written for a later edition, 
Zelenkova explained that food diversity in the human diet, which is important for 
satisfying the gustatory demands of all eaters, is especially important for vegetarians, 
who, she argued, are more refined gourmets than are meat-eaters." In an essay 
called Something About Vegetarianism (1902), Zelenkova noted that "the hygienic 
side of the question about human diet is moving more and more to the forefront, 
pushing aside its ethical side.?" Her husband, a physician who had received his medical 
training ata German university and was extremely well versed in the vegetarian literature 
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available in theWest, likewise emphasizedthe physiological, biological, andhygienic 
benefitsof a meatless diet. Indeed,hehimselfconvertedto a vegetarian dietmainlyas 
a waytocurea serious illness hehadcontracted in 1893. As thefounderof a vegetarian 
sanatorium in Riga where patients were treated using so-called natural methods of 
healing, andas thefirst president oftheSt.Petersburg Vegetarian Society, Dr.Zelenkov 
sought to dissociate the progressive philosophy of "hygienic vegetarians" from the 
gloomyasceticism andgenerallackofcheerfulness thathe observedinTolstoyans and 
other sectarianswho practiced vegetarianismprimarily,if not exclusively, for moral 
and religious reasons." 
For instance, ina lengthyarticleentitled"A Conversation Betweena Writer, a 
Doctor,anda Farmer About Vegetarianism," in which Zelenkovspellsout the health 
benefitstobederivedfromameatlessdietanddistanceshisown rational and scientific 
brandof vegetarianism fromthe "fanaticism"of the moralistswithinthemovement,a 
fictitious doctorvehemently deniesthechargethathe,as a vegetarian, isnecessarily an 
ascetic. "I beg you not to call me an ascetic," he pleads. 
After all, can the striving for pure, nontoxic, health-promoting food, the striving 
for spiritual and corporeal well-being as well as moral contentment, the striving, 
in short, for that which the ancients expressed with the words "a healthy spirit 
in a healthy body," can this have anything in common with asceticism? An 
ascetic refuses all human pleasures and withdraws to the wilderness , to 
solitude-he feeds almost exclusively on roots and does not want to have 
anything to do with people, whom he despises. We vegetarians, on the other 
hand, are in the full sense of the word (vegetus) cheerful, even voluptuous, 
since we sacrifice many things for this passion; we are true followers of the 
calumniated Epicurus, who did indeed indulge in pleasures, but pleasures of a 
higher order than food and drink. We feed not on roots but on the sweetest 
and most wonderful of nature's gifts: fruits and berries, milk and honey, just 
like the genuine inhabitants of a "Promised Land." Every dinner is for us a 
holiday celebration.v 
NotunlikeGerman'sdisavowal of a sanctimonious vegetarianism thatseeksto mortify 
theflesh,Zelenkov's description hereof a cheerlessasceticismactuallycapturesquite 
accurately the bleak evangelical tone and renunciatory Christian spirit of most of 
Tolstoy's essay, "The First Step," which-contrary to what Chertkov, Perper, and 
some of the other leaders of the fledgling vegetarian movement in Russia wanted to 
see init-offers primarily a religious andascetic rationaleforvegetarianism ratherthan 
a moral and humanitarian one. 
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Tolstoy's Vegetarianism and Tolstoyan Vegetarianism 
"Although mythologized as a vegetarian pacifist," Goldstein explains, ''Tolstoy's 
abstinence did not initially arise from ethical considerations. Tolstoy struggled against 
camal and gustatory temptation alike; the renunciation of sex and meat were equally 
important for attaining moral purity." ''The First Step," she points out, "shows far 
greater concern with the rigors of asceticism than with compassion for animals."66 
Although Tolstoy's views on the issue ofvegetarianism would appear to have evolved 
somewhat over the years, his 1892 essay, written rather hastily and emotionally during 
a time when he was particularly upset at gentry gourmandizing (that is, soon after his 
experience helping with famine relief among starving peasants), quickly became 
canonized and thus fossilized as his definitive position on the question ofmeat-eating." 
Since the primary motivation for excluding meat from one's diet, according to the 
arguments against gluttony and in favor of abstinence that Tolstoy advances in this 
essay, are essentially religious and ascetic, his brand of vegetarianism could easily be 
dismissed as an old-fashioned, "medieval" one based mainly on a desire to deny the 
flesh and to overcome troublesome sexual lust. ''Medieval vegetarianism," Julia Twigg 
explains, "occurs in the context of virtuoso religion, of the patterning of fast and feast 
days and ofa straightforward denial of the flesh that draws on manichean conceptions. 
The predominant idea is negative, one ofavoidance, and I can find no sense ofvegetarian 
food as being in any way 'better' or 'higher' food or as having its own positive 
attributes-themes of great importance in contemporary vegetarianism.?" Tolstoy's 
vegetarianism can trace its roots back to Greek thinkers like Pythagoras, Porphyry, 
and Plutarch, for whom voluntary abstinence from eating meat is based largely on 
spiritual values and beliefs. 
But the ascetic underpinnings ofTolstoy's vegetarianism-and, specifically, 
the direct linkingof t1esh-eatingwith the stimulation ofsexual passion---no doubt derives 
mainly from the Christian era and the teachings of some of the early Church fathers, 
such as Clement, John Chrysostom, and Priscillian, as well as from medieval advocates 
ofManichaeanism, such as the Bogomils, who professed a highly renunciatory view of 
human life on earth." The essay by Tertullian, "On Fasting orAbstinence Against the 
Carnal-Minded," for instance, provides a good example of how the dislike of the 
eating of flesh was traditionally connected with ascetic considerations and with the 
belief that gluttony obtrudes on spiritual awareness. "Your belly is your god, your liver 
is your temple, your paunch is your altar, the cook is your priest, and the fat steam is 
your Holy Spirit," Tertullian writes, "the seasonings and the sauces are your chrisms, 
and your eructations are your prophesyings.'?" As Spencerexplains, ''Flesh is linked 
in Tertullian, perhaps for the first time , with lust and camal desire.'?' The "medieval" 
brand of vegetarianism enunciated in Tolstoy's ''The First Step," with its austere tone 
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of self-abnegation and its orientation against a desire for earthly pleasure, is informed 
by essentially the same religious worldview found in the teachings of the Russian 
Orthodox Church and in the practices of peasant culture in nineteenth-century Russia, 
where fasting is viewed as one of the means by which the flesh-the libidinal aspect of 
human nature-is tamed, "not only by enjoining periodic celibacy but also by restricting 
the consumption of what are seen as the fuels of sexual desire.?" In keeping with 
what has been called Tolstoy's "Christian physiology," meat for him was yet another 
dangerous "intoxicant"-much like alcohol, tobacco, and sex--that arouses the animal 
lusts in human beings, stirring up sexual passions." Only by refraining from eating rich 
and stimulating foods, such as meat, can we hope to curb our sensual passions and 
thus succeed in subordinating our base animal nature to our higher spiritual values. 
In 'TheFirst Step," however,Tolstoy's medieval brand of vegetarianism merges 
with vegetarian beliefs of a more modern bent. Indeed, the ethical and humanitarian 
concerns that motivate his horrifying description of the Tula slaughterhouse seem very 
much in keeping with the philosophical vegetarianism that has become dominant today 
in the West, where animal welfare and nonviolence occupy a central position. Some 
of Tolstoy's more zealous disciples sought to make their teacher's old-fashioned 
religious opposition to meat-eating appear more modem, and thus more attractive to 
potential converts, by downplaying the ascetic motivations behind his vegetarian beliefs 
while orchestrating their ethical and humanitarian appeal. Chertkov and a few of 
Tolstoy's other followers were performing a similar kind of "toning down" of their 
teacher's rather extreme views regarding the so-called sexual question during this 
same time period. As Peter UlfMeller has demonstrated in his magisterial study of the 
debate on sexual morality in Russia during the 1890s, 
Tolstoy's sexual morality was so radical in its demand for chastity and in its 
absolute rejection of marriage as an institution that even his most zealous 
adherents had their reservations. A distinction might, therefore, be made 
between Tolstoy s and the Tolstoyans ' rules of sexual morality. Throughout 
the 1890s Tolstoyan circles exerted considerable efforts to raise the level of 
sexual moral ity in Russia, and Tolstoy's name was regularly used in order to 
give these efforts a special authority. In reality, however, Tolstoyan sexual 
morality was a relatively moderate and practical appeal for improvement within 
the existing framework of marriage." 
The same is true in regard to the "diet question," where a distinction ought to be made 
between Tolstoy's own vegetarian beliefs and those advocated by the Tolstoyans. 
Chertkov, Perper, and several other key figures in the vegetarian movement in Russia 
chose to ignore the close association between abstinence from meat and abstinence 
from sex posited by Tolstoy. Instead they highlighted the progressive, humanitarian 
aspects ofTolstoy 's vegetarianism, emphasizing how his decision not to eat meat stems 
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from his ethical refusal to commit violence upon any ofGod's living creatures. 
One way this result was achieved was by reprinting only the final section of 
'TheFirst Step," where Tolstoy describes his visit to theTula abattoir, and thus excluding 
the part where he discusses at length gluttony, fasting, and carnal appetite. Chertkov, 
whose ethical vegetarianism grew out ofhis compassion for animals, his opposition to 
hunting, and his support of the principle that we not kill any living creature, had the 
Intermediary publish Tolstoy's description of his trip to the Tula slaughterhouse as a 
separate pamphlet entitled At the Abattoir (1911).75 Perper, meanwhile, whose 
position as editor of The Vegetarian Review between 1909 and 1915 enabled him to 
playa key role in the construction ofTolstoy's image as a "humanitarian," rather than 
"ascetic," vegetarian, admitted that when he wrote the article "Lev Tolstoy As a 
Vegetarian" in 1908, he received his information about Tolstoy's vegetarian beliefs not 
directly from Tolstoy himself, but rather from the other members of the editorial board 
at the Intermediary: that is, the Chertkovs and 1. 1. Gorbunov-Posadov." The latter, 
who shared Chertkov's ethical concern for animal rights-a concern that had been 
inspired in large part from his reading of British vegetarian literature published by the 
Humanitarian League-was responsible for publishing A Friend ofthe Animals: A 
Humanitarian-ZoologicalAnthology, a series ofchildren's books, illustrated in proto­
Walt Disney style, that contain stories describing how animals live together in peace, 
love, and harmony. Gorbunov-Posadov himself contributed an introductory essay, 
"Compassion for Animals and the Upbringing of Children," to one of these books." 
Tolstoy's colleagues at the Intermediary, in short, were essentially animal-rights 
advocates; whether intentionally or not, they were helping to create and then diffuse 
whatGoldstein calls the "disingenuous myth ofTolstoy as a compassionate vegetarian" 
in an effort to further their own cause." In modern parlance, activists such as Chertkov 
and Gorbunov-Posadov were operating largely as public relations experts (or "spin 
doctors") for the Tolstoyan movement, seeking to fashion a more appealing image of 
their leader by toning down, if not muting entirely, some ofhis old-fashioned views in 
the closely related areas ofdiet and sexuality. 
In addition to itsmedieval asceticism, Tolstoy's brand ofvegetarianism, unlike 
that preached by most of his disciples, was never dogmatic or doctrinaire. Indeed, he 
is reported once to have remarked, in an effort apparently to distance himself from his 
followers, "I am Tolstoy, but I am not a Tolstoyan" ("Ia Tolstoi, no ne tolstovets")." 
Tolstoy even said rather cynically of one of his purported followers: ''He is aTolstoyan­
that is, a man with convictions utterly opposed to rnine.?" Throughout his life, Tolstoy 
displayed a marked dislike for membership in any organized group that sought to 
follow a strictly defined, ideological position; it is not surprising, therefore, that he 
never became a "card-carrying" vegetarian in the manner that many of his closest 
followers did Unlike his main disciple Chertkov, for instance, who delivered an address 
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at a vegetarian congress held in London and frequently gave public lectures in the 
cafeteria of theMoscow Vegetarian Society, Tolstoy refusedmembership in vegetarian 
societies and turned down offers from vegetarian advocates to speak: publicly about 
the evils of meat-eating." He did show his support of the vegetarian movement in 
Russia by agreeing to work "indirectly" for The Vegetarian Review; indeed, he even 
recommended thatPerperpublishMikhailArtsybashev'sBlood (Krov') in hisjournal, 
since this animal tale would be certain to attract people to the vegetarian cause or at 
leastfree themfrom"thesuperstition aboutthenecessityof devouring livecreatures.t"? 
But at the same time Tolstoysaw the inherent danger that vegetariansmight become 
undeservedlyself-congratulatoryabout their abstinence from meat and lose sight of 
whatshouldbe theirmoralideal-the strivingfor spiritualself-perfection. 
He praised Lozinskii's controversial essay, "Vegetarianism and 
Anthropophagy," for instance,preciselybecauseit challenged"the mistakenideaheld 
bymanyvegetarians thattheyhavedonesomething verygoodandthattheydistinguish 
themselves from other people by the fact that they are eating healthy food and not 
cadavers.?" As he onceexplainedtoIvan Golodaev, a staunchvegetarian, "Speaking 
for myself, I would say that there is no need to make vegetarianism the main goal of 
one's efforts. The goal worthy and characteristic of man is to strive generally for 
perfection inone's morallife. Vegetarianism is merelyone of theresultsof thestriving 
for moral perfection.t'" For Tolstoy, the refusal to eat meat remainedmerely the first 
of many stepson the long and arduous path to moral self-perfection: at best, it was an 
effectivemeansof beginning the processof seeking to tame the animalnature within 
us,thusliberating ourspiritual potential fromthebodilydesiresthatstifleit. Evenwhen 
he describes the bloody slaughterhouse in ''The First Step," his concern is centered 
mainly on the tenible effect that such brutal killing has upon the souls of the people 
who performtheslaughterrather thanon the animals themselves. ''This is dreadful," 
he writes. "Not the suffering and death of the animals, but that a man suppresses 
withinhimself,unnecessarily, hishighestspiritualcapacity, thatof sympathyand pity 
towardlivingcreatureslikehimself, andby violating himselfbecomescruel. And how 
deeplyseatedin the human heart is theinjunctionnot to kill animalsl'r" Slaughtering 
animals so that people may eat meat, Tolstoy maintains, not only develops animal 
feelingswithin us, promoting fornication and drunkenness; it also deprives us of our 
natural aversion toallkilling. Likealcohol, sex,andotherformsofsensualintoxication, 
killing animals forfood"stupefies" ourmoralsensibilities. Similarly, in a letter, written 
on August31, 1893,wherehe advocatedavoidingtheuseof animalproducts,Tolstoy 
made it clear that this eschewal is not owing to compassion for animalsbut rather out 
of concern for its effect upon humans. ''The first step towards freeing oneself from 
dependence on animals is not to feed on them, and not to ride on them, but to go on 
foot. Andevery one of usought to startdoing thisnow. Otherwise,if we go on eating 
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meat, riding on animals, and using all the thousands of products of the animal kingdom, 
we shall only multiply our desires (and they are growing endlesslyj.?" 
Tolstoy(an) Vegetarianism Under Fire 
The selective "editing" involved in the public release and dissemination of 
Tolstoy's views by thoseof his followers who served as leaders of the fledgling vegetarian 
movement in early twentieth-century Russia-and thus the shaping of his image as a 
compassionate, humanitarian vegetarian rather than a religious, ascetic one-was not 
entirely successful. As the debate over competing vegetarian ideologies intensified in 
wartime Russia, the vegetarianism of both Tolstoy and his Tolstoyan disciples came 
under closer scrutiny and sharper criticism. Spearheading the attack was an article 
written by Ivan Nazhivin, "On Vegetarianism and Vegetarians," that appeared in the 
April-May 1915 issue of The Vegetarian Herald. Nazhivin, a confirmed vegetarian 
for eleven years who was motivated primarily by ethical considerations (to avoid 
shedding the blood ofother living creatures), eventually grew disillusioned with the 
movement, and this article explains his loss of faith. At the heart ofhis disenchantment 
with vegetarianism lies what he calls the "myth" of nonviolent eating and living 
(bezuboinost'). No matter how much a vegetarian may wish to avoid killing any living 
creatures, he cannot entirely avoid it, even on a cereal diet, because farming inevitably 
involves the extermination of countless insects. Nazhivin, a purist and idealist, does 
not fmd very convincing the rejoinder usuallymade by humanitarian vegetarians:namely, 
that they are merel y falling short, in a practical sense, of a moral ideal that nonetheless 
remains highly praiseworthy in principle. "I cannot understand such an ideal, one 
which it is impossible to attain," Nazhivin writes. "An ideal should be established 
within the parameters ofhuman strength and reason . . . . A human ideal that is humane 
in its relationship to animals can in no way be expressed in the words 'Thou shal t not 
kill any living creature,' since this is an absolutely impossible demand, one that stands 
outside the parameters of human reason as well as human strength. This ideal ought to 
be somewhat attainable ." Even such a greatmind as LevTolstoy, Nazhivin points out, 
could not escape the paradox of this unattainable ideal presented by the categorical 
injunction not to kill. ' 'Tolstoy says that all the same it is less serious to kill a weevil 
than an ox. I maintain that this is very subjective.t'" Nazhivin proceeds to express 
dissatisfaction with other aspects of vegetarianism and vegetarians in Russia: among 
other things, their moral hypocrisy; their doctrinaire attitude; their arrogant, sectlike 
spirit; and their ideological maximalism. But his main displeasure remains directed 
against the ethical vegetarianism advocated by those "moralistic vegetarians" who 
preach what Nazhivin considers the wholly impractical and unrealizable goal of never 
killing another living creature. 
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Nazhivin's censorious article prompted a rash of responses, criticisms, and 
rejoinders, some of which were published in subsequent issues of The Vegetarian 
Herald. The journal's editor, L. Korablev, in an article entitled "Ethics or Science?" 
explained that Nazhivin's article "mainIy concerns that group of vegetarians-a very 
significant group, it is true-who are usually called Tolstoyans, since only this group, 
following the teaching of Lev Tolstoy, considers vegetarianism the 'first step' on the 
path to self-perfection and recognizes as the main basis of vegetarianism the ethical 
principle 'Thou shalt not kill,' which was especially vividly and logically put forward 
by Vladimir Chertkov in his brochure Life Is One." Korablev proceeds to explain 
that the Tolstoyans constitute a relatively significant group among Russian vegetarians 
due to historical circumstances that influenced the growth and development of the 
movement in Russia. According to some of the more rigorous advocates of 
vegetarianism,however, theTolstoyansaremerely "a group contiguous to vegetarianism, 
and in any case one that does not express it entirely, especially since the teaching of the 
'hygienic vegetarians,' which is gaining a larger and larger number of adherents, 
advances as its basis not ethics, but science." One of the indisputable merits of 
Nazhivin's article, Korablev concludes, "consists in the fact that its appearance sharply 
delineated the two main currents in Russian vegetarianism-the ethical and the 
hygienic-a distinction that, although it was acknowledged, had not been formulated 
before now with sufficient clarity and completeness.?" 
In reply to the Nazhivin article, V. P.Voitsekhovskii sent a letter to the editor 
of The Vegetarian Herald in which he strongly challenged the ethical brand of 
vegetarianism preached by Chertkov and otherTolstoyan disciples, asserting that the 
injunction not to kill represents nothing more than mere sentimentality raised to the 
level of a higher morality, rather than any true science or knowledge. In ''The First 
Step," "LevTolstoy spoke to his Russian readers about vegetarianism not as a trained 
naturalist, biologist, or physiologist, but rather as a talented artist and publicist," 
Voitsekhovskii writes. "IfRussian adherents of vegetarianism had not been carried 
away by Tolstoy's sentimentality and his artistic representation of the ethical side of 
vegetarianism, but knew what is being said about it abroad, then there would not have 
been disillusioned people like Mr. Nazhivin and others who, as he writes, directly 
became sectarians, thinking that as soon as one ceases to eat meat, this one 
circumstance alone will raise him up to a position of superiority among humankind." 
"Among vegetarians worldwide," he asserts, "it is only the Russians who have placed 
the principle 'Thou shalt not kill' as the main basis for vegetarianism." The clear 
implication here is that the exclusivity ofthe Tolstoyans' moral and humanitarian 
motivations for vegetarianism has prevented the more modem reasons provided by 
doctors abroad (especially those in Germany)-reasons that are based on science 
and rationality-from being entertained and adopted in Russia. "And if for eleven 
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years he [Nazhivin] was one of those who did not eat cadavers in order 'not to kill,' 
just as did many followers of Lev Tolstoy," Voitsekhovskii observes, "he did so under 
the influence of ethical concerns that have an abstract significance but not a significance 
in the positive sense ofthat word-as does natural science.:"? 
Voitsekhovskii's attack upon the "sentimental," unscientific basis for the ethical 
vegetarianism preached by the Tolstoyans, who to his mind had dominated the 
vegetarian movement in Russia far too long, was followed by the republication of 
Bosse's article, "Is a Vegetarian Weltanschauwzg Possible?" which helped somewhat 
to disentangle Tolstoy's motivation for vegetarianism from that advanced by some of 
his disciples. After outlining the main difference between the "hygienic vegetarians" 
(who rely upon physiology and other medical sciences) and the "moralistic vegetarians" 
(who follow Shelley, Tolstoy, and others), Bosse reminds the reader that Tolstoy's 
teaching about vegetarianism in 'The First Step" is primarily religious; he preaches an 
ascetic liberation from the passions. It is only some years later that Tolstoy's views 
seem to have changed: "In his later years, Tolstoy apparently began to devote more 
and more attention to another side of vegetarianism-its significance as putting into 
practice compassion toward living creatures. Many of his ideas in the final period of 
his life were devoted to this compassion and mercy toward all that is living, one of 
whose consequences is the refusal to eat meat." Bosse thus places the author of "The 
First Step" in the category ofthose ascetics motivated primarily by abstinence as a 
means of purification. Compassion for animals, he asserts, served as a motivation for 
Tolstoy's vegetarianism only during his fmal years. Dogmatism, Bosse insists in his 
concluding remarks, "such as that which has occurred with Chertkov and his like­
minded associates," is antithetical to vegetarianism and has no place in the movement." 
Despite Bosse 's urgent plea for more tolerance and less dogmatism, the 
Tolstoyan "moralistic vegetarians" continued to insist upon the primacy of their moral 
and humanitarian arguments. During itsfinal year of publication (19170,The Vegetarian 
Herald, the only vegetarian journal still being published in Russia, hired a new editor, 
Olga Prokhasko from the Kiev Vegetarian Society, who shared the views of the 
Tolstoyans regarding compassion toward animals and the injunction not to kill other 
living creatures, but who also appreciated Tolstoy's religious asceticism. In "What Is 
Vegetarianism? Its Present and Future," Prokhasko speaks ofthe importance that 
brotherly love holds in the teachings ofTolstoy, "our patriarch of vegetarianism," and 
reminds her readers that a meatless diet constitutes merely the first step on the path 
toward establishing "brotherly relations among people." 'The vegetarian disavows all 
these worldly pleasures," she writes in a Tolstoyan spirit of self-abnegation. "Meat, 
wine, cigarettes, every luxury, the chasing after fashion and high positions in society, 
etc., etc.-vegetarianism finds all ofthis repulsive." 'The path of a vegetarian is the 
path of a heroic deed fpodvig]," she concludes. 'The ideal of vegetarianism is the 
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building of the Kingdom of God on earth. "91 And in a later article, "Vegetarianism and 
the Present Moment," which appeared in the final issue of The Vegetarian Herald, 
Prokhasko echoes Tolstoy's own sentiment that to be a true Christian, one must be a 
vegetarian." At this apocal yptic moment for Russian vegetarianism, on the eve of the 
bloody Civil War that ravaged the country for the next few years, the editor of the only 
remaining vegetarian journal thus insists upon combining the compassionate 
humanitarianism ofTolstoyan disciples, such as Chertkov, Perper, and Gorbunov­
Posadov, with the religious asceticism ofTolstoy himself in ''The First Step." At the 
same time, however, she refuses to heed Bosse's dire warning about the dangers of 
dogmatism and intolerance; thus she fails dismally in the project of unifying-rather 
than further alienating and fragmenting-the various ideological camps that existed 
within the Russian vegetarian movement. 
The Vegetarian Movement in Soviet and Post-Soviet Russia 
It is difficult to say with any certitude exactly what happened to the vegetarian 
movement in Russia immediately following the Bolshevik Revolution, since vegetarian 
journals--our main source of information-were no longer published after December 
1917.93 Goldstein has noted that although membership in vegetarian societies had 
dwindled and vegetarian journals were forced to close down near the end of World 
War I, vegetarian cafeterias continued to thrive: ''The vegetarian cafeterias that the 
societies organized developed a reputation for good, fresh, and inexpensive food and 
were frequented by surprisingly large numbers of people.'?" Indeed, severe food 
shortages during this period of war, famine, and revolution---especially shortages of 
meat-undoubtedly helped to make these restaurants attracti ve to Russians who were 
desperately seeking to avoid hunger and starvation. "Vegetarian cafeterias are now 
filled to overflowing in all our cities," Prokhasko had proclaimed enthusiastically in the 
January 1917 issue of The Vegetarian Herald. "Vegetarian cookbooks are all being 
sold OUt."95 Maurice Hindus, who traveled extensively in Russia during the 1920s, 
confirms Prokhasko's claim, noting that vegetarian restaurants were "among the best 
in Moscow" and that they had gained "an immense and deserved popularity" owing to 
the high quality of their food, service, and cleanliness. ''The soups, the salads, the 
cereals, the boiled cauliflower soaked in melted butter, the meat substitutes, the puddings , 
the incomparable bliny with luscious sour cream and fresh butter, the compotes, the 
other desserts, the rich milk, the well-prepared cocoa-all these would have pleased 
the most exacting palate. The prices were nominal and the courtesy of the attendants 
beyond reproach.?" The fact that in Ilf and Petrov's The Twelve Chairs (1928) 
Kolya Kolachov dines at a vegetarian cafeteria testifies, at the very least, that such 




Official toleranceof vegetarianeateries-and vegetarian beliefs-in Soviet 
Russia during the 1920s is not surprising. The rational and scientific arguments in 
favorof a meatless dietputforwardbythe"hygienic vegetarians" duringtheimmediate 
prerevolutionary periodwere likelyto appealto a youngBolshevikgovernmentintent 
uponenlighteningits largely illiteratepopulationto the advantagesof a healthierdiet 
through foodreform. In theirilluminating studyofhowtheculinaryarts inRussiawere 
affected by theRevolution, Halina and Robert Rothstein have shown that the Soviet 
attempt to develop a large-scale system of public food service (obshchestvennoe 
pitanie) exerted an enormous influence upon the popular consciousness about food 
andnutrition. As theypointout,nutritional researchinstituteswereestablished during 
thisperiod,anda vasteducationalcampaignwas undertakenin an effort tochangethe 
eating habitsof theSoviet population.These developmentsseem to mimicthe efforts 
of the "hygienic vegetarians" during the 1900s and 1910s to have people follow a 
meatless dietforreasonsof improvedhealthandhygiene. Indeed,M. P. Dubianskaia's 
Healthful Food and How to Prepare It (1929) is cited by the Rothsteins as an 
example of an influential early Soviet cookbook compiled by someone they call "a 
natural-food advocate" who favored the use of uncooked food (syroedenie) and 
"borrowed from the experience of vegetarian cooking.'?" Tolstoyan "moralistic 
vegetarians" likewise benefited for a time from the atmosphere of relative tolerance 
and freedom that prevailed during the 1920s. As Mikhail Gorbunov-Posadov (the 
son of one of theeditors at the Intermediary)notes in a collectionof memoirswritten 
by peasantTolstoyans,the Moscow Vegetarian Society,founded in 1909by some of 
Tolstoy's disciples, was allowed to continue distributing its monthlynewsletteruntil 
1929,whenitwasfmally shutdownby thegovernment Tolstoyan agricultural colonies, 
such as theTolstoy Commune founded in 1923 near the New Jerusalem monastery 
just outside Moscow, were likewise allowed to exist throughout the NEP period , 
before beingforciblyconverted intoeither state or collectivefarms in 1931 as part of 
Stalin'scollectivization effort. Mostof theseTolstoyancommunards sincerely believed 
that their lifeand labor would help to achieve the very same goals proclaimedby the 
Revolution: "the buildingof a worldwidebrotherly, statelesssociety, freeof violence 
andexploitation."?' 
EvenTolstoy's own "medieval"brandof vegetarianism, with itsreligious and 
ascetic goalofovercoming sexuallustthrough abstinence frommeat,foundafavorable 
reception insomequarters duringthedecadeimmediately following theRevolution. It 
particularly appealed to those communist zealots who, as Eric Naiman has shown, 
werenostalgic for thedaysof WarCommunismandfearedthattheirideological purity 
might be compromised by prolonged contact with bourgeois elements during NEP, 
when the socioeconomic environment became infected by capitalist values such as 
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egoism and individualism. "Protecting one's ideological purity during NEP," Naiman 
writ~s, "entailed not only cont:0lling sexual urges but also refraining from overeating 
and, In general, from surrounding oneself with opulence."]00 These communist zealots 
thus abstained from eating meat and other foods that were considered luxuries. The 
striving for moral self-perfection that prompted Tolstoy to advocate both sexual and 
gastronomic abstinence thus finds its echo, recontextualized and reaccentuated, in the 
striving for ideological purity and personal self-mastery that we find in those idealistic 
Bolsheviks who placed the goals of the Revolution high above theirown selfish, personal 
pleasures. Tolstoy's life-denying Christian asceticism could be said to have been 
mirrored by Bolshevik self-renunciation undertaken for the sake of preserving the 
ideals ofcommunism. In fact, as early as 1921, in an article entitled "Asceticism or 
Communism?" serious concern had been voiced that party members were being 
"transformedfrom militant revolutionaries with rifles and hammers into Gospel-toting 
Tolstoyans concerned with refraining from sin rather than with annihilating the 
bourgeoisie."!" 
AU in all, however, vegetarianism did not fare well under Soviet rule and would 
eventually die out as a movement in twentieth-century Russia, to be resurrected only 
with the collapse ofthe Soviet Union in the early 1990s.102 During the 1920s, when 
radical new experiments in lifestyles and living arrangements were being attempted 
(and tolerated), vegetarianism, it is true, could still find a legitimate place within a 
relatively pluralistic society. As Richard Stites has argued, NEP provided a remarkably 
hospitable political, social, and cultural context for a revolutionary utopianism that was 
often religious and sectarian-rather than socialist-in nature. This environment 
evaporated at decade's end, however, with the victory of Stalin's "revolution from 
above" over the revolutionary utopianism that flourished in the 1920s.103 During the 
long years of Stalinism (and neo-Stalinism), vegetarian beliefs-along with a whole 
host of other kinds of progressive thinking-were looked upon initially with grave 
suspicion as utopian fantasies and later with increasing scorn and censure as threats to 
the hegemony of Marxist-Leninist doctrine. The 1951 edition of the Great Soviet 
Encyclopedia categorically condemns vegetarianism as an antiscientific doctrine that 
masks class oppression; the 1971 edition identifies the refusal to eat meat not with 
progressive thinking or high ethical standards, but rather with poverty, backwardness, 
and even primitivism.104 As Mikhail Gurvich, a noted Soviet nutritionist, has observed, 
''They taught us in school and at the institute that vegetarianism was not medicine; it 
was seen as foolish. Vegetarianism was considered a bourgeois theory of 
nourishment."!" During the long cruel years ofStalinist rule-a period that Tatyana 
Tolstaya has referred to as "cannibalistic" times106-vegetarianism not only lacked 
official governmental approval. It also failed to gain much public support among the 
common people, most of whom continued to consider meat a highly prized, and 
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extremely desirable, food item. Although in The Twelve Chairs Kolya Kolachov 
inveighs passionately to his young wife against the slaughter of animals (he characterizes 
meat-eating as "cannibalism under the guise ofcivilization"), the true motivation that 
impels him to follow a vegetarian diet turns out, after all, to be financial and practical 
rather than ideological, ethical, or hygienic in nature: on his meager income of forty 
rubles a month, this poor young man simply cannot afford to buy meat. "Meat would 
have made an enormous, unfillable hole in Kolya's budget," the narratorexplains. "In 
light ofhis financial situation, to have switched to a diet of meat would have been the 
death ofhim.?'?' Andrei Babichev, the commissar of the Food Industry Trust in Iurii 
Olesha's Envy (1927), likewise values meat highly. He believes the creation of an 
inexpensive, yet nutritious brand of salami will provide the means for feeding properly 
those workers who are expected to construct socialism in the young Soviet state.'?" 
As Goldstein correctly notes, "for most of the Soviet period meat represented a status 
symbol, its procurement an obsession."!" 
The demise of the Russian vegetarian movement can, of course, be attributed 
more to the altered social, political, ideological, and economic circumstances that 
prevailed in Soviet Russia during the 1920s and especially the 1930s than to the 
factional in-fighting and ideological polemics that took place within the movement 
during the immediate prerevolutionary period. Nonetheless, the rift that developed 
during the 1910s between the "moralistic vegetarians" and the "hygienic vegetarians" 
clearly had a profound impact upon the direction that the movement took and the fate 
that it eventually suffered. By refusing to tolerate any deviations from the ethical brand 
of vegetarianism that they championed so insistently, Chertkov, Perper, Gorbunov­
Posadov, and other influential Tolstoyan activists managed to alienate and disenfranchise 
many of those who were attracted to vegetarianism for reasons other than the principle 
of not killing other living creatures. They also were responsible for identifying 
vegetarianism with Tolstoyism; indeed, in early twentieth-century Russia being a 
vegetarian was believed to mean that in addition to disavowing the use of meat, one 
must also obey the tenets ofthe Tolstoyans' radical brand of Christian belief-pacifism, 
nonviolence, brotherly love, and chastity."? In other words, not only were all 
Tolstoyans expected to practice vegetarianism; all vegetarians were expected to abide 
by Tolstoy's moral teachings. 
The neovegetarian movement that has emerged in Russia during the 1990s 
seems determined to avoid some of the costly mistakes committed by its predecessor 
earlier in the century. For one thing, its ideological orientation appears to be much less 
dogmatic and doctrinaire. Posing the question, "Why do people become vegetarians?" 
the authors ofAllAbout Vegetarianism list a range of answers. Noting that in earlier 
times "vegetarianism was almost always associated with religious or philosophical 
convictions," they maintain that people today convert to a meatless diet primarily for 





scientificand hygienic reasons. In most cases, they want to preserve and fortify their 
health, toattain longevity, or topreventanynumberof cardiovascularandgastrointestinal 
ailments. "Rightnext to thesereasons," theyadd,"are ecologicalandethicalconcerns. 
It is impossibleto avoid mentioningeconomic considerations and family traditionsas 
well."II I Theauthors' sympathies, it isclear, liewiththepractical, "hygienic vegetarians" 
ratherthanwiththeTolstoyan, "moralistic vegetarians"(orwithTolstoy'sown religious 
vegetarianism}---withscience and medicine, in other words, rather than with ethics, 
morality, or asceticism. Indeed, the bookfocuses mainly on thescientificand medical 
aspectsof vegetarianism, with the authorsexploring at great length the physiological 
effectsand the health benefitsof a meatlessdiet. Even the one quotation fromTolstoy 
that is usedas anepigraph in chapter4 is concerned more withhealth than with ethics: 
"Ifpeople would only eat at those times when they are very hungry and if they would 
subsist on a diet of simple, pure, and healthy foods, then they would not know any 
illnessand itwould become easierfor them to control theirbody and theirsoul." In the 
1991 edition of I Don't Eat Anyone, two of the three Russian vegetarian activists 
from theearly yearsof the twentiethcentury who are profiled are AleksandrZelenkov 
andAleksandrIasinovskii, medical doctorswho attachedgreatprophylactic significance 
to eating a meatless diet. Here as well we are told that while in prerevolutionary 
Russia advocates of a meatless diet were usually motivated by moral, religious, and 
philosophicalconvictions (Tolstoyiscited as an example), people in Russia today are 
deciding to become vegetariansprimarilyfor medical considerations.I 12 
In their introductory essay,"A Little About Vegetarianismand Vegetarians," 
to Surprises ofthe Vegetarian Table (1994), 1. L. Medkova and T. N. Pavlova of 
theVegetarian Societyseek to shatterthepopularstereotypeof vegetarians as ''unhappy 
people who voluntarily deprive themselves of one ofthe main joys of life--eating a 
hearty and tasty meal." Vegetarians, in reality,"do not look at all the way people little 
acquainted with vegetarianismimagine them to be; they are not lean, pale, and weak. 
Among vegetarians, there are many blossoming young women and athletically built 
young men." Clearly, the gaunt figure of old Count Tolstoy,with his long gray beard 
and drab peasant garb, would hardly qualify as an appropriate poster child for the 
health-conscious brandof vegetarianism thatis beingpopularized todayinhishomeland 
Elsewhereintheiressay,MedkovaandPavlovaresuscitate theanti-Tolstoyan argument, 
made at the turnof the century by advocatesof a scientificbrandof vegetarianism,that 
in Russia, as opposed to countries of WesternEurope, people have been led to believe 
that moral principles must serve as the main basis for adopting a meatless diet. 
"Unfortunately,in our country significantlyfewer people than in the Westare familiar 
with the salutary effect that a vegetarian diet has on one 's health," Medkova and 
Pavlova write. "In the countries of Europe and America, scientific research has long 
been conducted on the effect of a vegetariandiet on the human organism."!" Thus, it 
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isclearlymedicine, health, and science-not morality, ethics,orreligion-that seemto 
be drivingthecontemporaryrevivalofRussianvegetarianism. 
Willthisapparent victory of thepractical, nonideological campof the"hygienic 
vegetarians" in postcomrnunistRussiaproveto be long-lasting? (Itoccurs,afterall, in 
a country famous for its impracticality, idealism, and ideologism.) Or is it merely a 
brief, knee-jerkreaction to the Soviet demonizationof moral vegetarianism,with its 
concomitantquest for spiritualself-perfection, ridiculedmercilesslybyLenin and his 
heirsas not only"unscientific"but even "antiscientific"in nature? Only timewill tell 
whethertheTolstoyan legacywilleventually reassertitselfwithinvegetarian circlesin 
the new Russia and reclaim its leading role in helping people to take that important 
"first step" on thepath to moral self-perfection by givingup the useof meat. Whether 
Tolstoy's moral and religious brandof vegetarianismcan be revived in his homeland 
without thedogmatic Tolstoyism thataccompanied itat theturn of thetwentieth century, 
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